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C A N A D I A N  M I L I T A R Y  F L I G H T  E N G I N E E R S  N E W S L E T T E R  

Editor’ note 

P R O P W A S HP R O P W A S H   

I ts long overdue! That’s right, all of you are long overdue. Overdue in sending me your input for Propwash. I haven't heard a word from 
any of the CMFEA members this year, What's going on guys? Propwash was originally created for members of the Association to pub-

lish stories, memories, pictures, anecdotes, etc. for the newsletter! This is not happening! This reluctance on your part makes me question 
why you are not sending me any material for Propwash. There must be hundreds of interesting experiences and stories out there to be told. 
If only a percentage of the membership would send me the input that I constantly ask for, the newsletter would become more of what it was 
created to be. I may be naïve to think, that if I shake the tree hard enough, something will drop out of it! Please prove me right, and begin 
putting in some effort, by sending me input for Propwash. Shake off your apathy, and take an hour or two in 2014, to send me what I need 
for Propwash. Make it your first, high priority New Years resolution, and HELP ME OUT! 
              Bruce Dyer 

A MESSAGE FROM THE  PRESIDENT 
      

A S President of the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association, I would like to take this opportunity to wish all our members and 
current serving Flight Engineers, a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous  New Year. To the current serving Flight Engi-

neers, I encourage you to let us know what you are doing. We would very much like to hear about missions you have flown, indeed, some 
of you who were deployed to Afghanistan flew on some very interesting and dangerous missions. SAR crews fly risky missions on a regular 
basis, as well as Maritime and Air Mobility crews, and I am sure many of you have a story or two of missions you have been involved with.            
The bottom line is, we don't care whether you are a helicopter or fixed wing Flight Engineer, we are interested in what you are doing.  I 
hope that you will take a look at the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association and consider joining us. The Flight Engineer trade has 
evolved over the years moving from the so called "traditional" (multi engine, fixed wing aircraft with FE panel), to Flight Engineers carry-
ing out a multitude of different tasks on a wide variety of platforms. We recognize today, most of the serving Flight Engineers are flying on 
rotary winged platforms, many of you in support of the army, so it’s imperative that you understand  that you are welcomed, indeed encour-
aged to come and join us as we move into the twenty first century. The future of the association is dependent on new members, and as the 
trade evolved over the years, so will the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association. 
To the CMFEA membership;  I hope if you are having a function in your area, you will reach out to the serving FEs, and encourage 

them to come out and get acquainted.  I look forward to seeing a lot of you at the reunion in Comox in September 2014. 
     All the best. 
     L.G. "Mac" MacGregor 
     President Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association. 

BREAKING NEWS: Jerry Yagen Military Aviation Museum Collection for Sale  

A t this years Canadian Warplane Heritage Air Show in June, was the appearance of the DeHaviland Mosquito, owned by Jerry Yagens 
Military Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach.  The aircraft had been shipped from New Zealand in May, reassembled, and test flown 

prior to its flight to the CWHM air show in June.  
Jerry Hagen's extensive collection of airworthy vintage aircraft was up for 
sale. The aircraft composing the collections of the Military Aviation Museum, 
founded in Virginia Beach by Jerry Yagen in 2005, are for sale. Yagen ex-
plained that he could no longer afford to pay for the museum, which is not 
self-sustaining. Two aircraft, a B-17 Flying Fortress and a Fw 190, have been 
reported as already sold. 
The museum, one of the largest of its type, may also have to be shut down 
after the aircraft have been sold. Yagen has told reporters that he does not 
know how many aircraft he owns exactly, as many are not on display. The 
MAM’s collections include at least 70 WWI and WWII aircraft, a 1940’s 
Royal Air Force control tower, an RAF fuel bowser and a Luftwaffe hangar.  

The Dam Busters70th anniversary celebrations were held in May 2013, for one of the most memorable operations of the Second World 
War. RAF, 617 Squadron, flew in Operation Chastise, using the famous bouncing bomb to attack the industrial region of Germany. 
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F rom the start it was an audacious plan: an air strike at the heart of enemy territory, 
attacking dams along the Ruhr Valley, the very heart of Germany’s industrial re-
gion.  

     In the 1930s, as Hitler's German empire grew in ambition, the rest of Europe looked on. With fresh memories of World War l, the Allies 
feared the worst. And the worst happened on September 01,1939, when Germany invaded Poland. 
     The RAF launched high-level attacks on Wilhelmshaven and Heligoland at the start of the war. Not only were these daytime air strikes 
ineffective, in human terms the cost was unacceptably high. But by 1942 the German army was weaker. This, the Allies believed, could be 
the time to target the Ruhr dams again from the air. 
     Believing that the best strategy to defeat Germany was to destroy its industrial centre in the Ruhr Valley, Dr Wallis put forward his idea 
of the 'bouncing bomb'. A cylindrical bomb that could be dropped from a very low height with pinpoint accuracy, bounce along the surface 
of the water, avoiding torpedo nets, and attach itself to its target: a dam wall. With the dam breached, the deluge of water would destroy fac-
tories and power stations, seriously disrupting the area’s vital water and electricity supplies. 
     The plan to destroy the dams was called Operation Chastise. It needed a crack squadron to put it into action. The first man recruited was 
Guy Gibson, a fearless and inspirational pilot and 617 Squadron was chosen for the mission. 
     His first task was to find crews for the 617 Squadron; those selected were the cream of Bomber Command. "It took me an hour to pick 
my crews", he said. "I wrote all the names down on a piece of paper… from my own personal knowledge, I believed them to be the best 
bomber pilots available." But even he was unaware of the operation's true purpose. All he knew was that low level flying and bomb aiming 
were vital to the plan.  
     Training began in earnest, the crews practising and perfecting flying in the specially adapted 30-tonne Lancaster's. These planes were 
originally designed to operate at a height of 10,000 feet and at nearly 250 mph. For Operation Chastise, they had to fly at 60 feet, the 
height of a medium-sized tree. Guy Gibson noted: "At that height, you would only have to hiccough and you would be in the drink."  
     16 May 1943 - "All crews of 617 Squadron report to the briefing office." 
617 Squadron was finally briefed on the mission: to breach the Möhne, Eder and Sorpe dams. It was still so secret that stationed outside the 
locked doors of the briefing room were two military policemen on guard. 
     No one, not even Fighter Command, knew they were operating that night. After the traditional flying supper of bacon and eggs in the 
mess, the crews carried out final checks on their aircraft and waited for take off. 
     They were to leave RAF Scampton in three waves. At 21:28, with a full moon, the first aircraft of the second wave started its take-off run 
– they went first because their journey was longer. Then nine Lancaster's of the first wave, led by Gibson, headed to attack the Möhne dam. 
The second wave target was the Sorpe dam and the third, taking off two hours later, would either attack the main dams or target smaller 
dams. 617 Squadron was in action. 
"Bomb Gone!" 
     Gibson’s Lancaster was the first to drop a bomb but that failed to reach its target. Then an aircraft piloted by John Hopgood was hit on its 
run and destroyed. To draw enemy fire away from Flt Lt 'Micky' Martin's run, Gibson courageously flew across the dam repeatedly. Martin 
made a successful attack but his plane sustained a hit. Melvin Young's plane was the next to attack and its bomb struck its target. 
"A huge column of water rose and a shock could be seen rippling through the lake. The dam was beginning to break." 
     Gibson recorded later that the dam did not collapse immediately, so he ordered Flt Lt David Maltby, piloting AJ-J 'Johnny', to attack. Gib-
son radioed HQ with the news that the dam had been breached; in the moonlight he could see a gap about 150 metres long and "a torrent of 
water that looked like porridge". 
     That night, the Möhne and Eder dams were breached successfully, however the attack on the Sorpe was less effective.  
     Aerial photographs of the breached dams appeared in the British press shortly after the raid. They showed floodwaters sweeping through 
breached dams in the Ruhr Valley, damaging factories and power stations. The Möhne dam was swept away and railway and road bridges 
vanished. 
     The news precipitated a rush of national pride; the propaganda value was deemed priceless. With many families experiencing German 
bombing and missing loved ones in the Armed Forces, Operation Chastise gave a boost to national morale.  

	
Until	D‐Day,	the	Lancaster	was	the	only	weapon	the	Allies	had	that	was	systematically	pounding	the	German	heartland.		

It	built	up	an	affection	in	which	it	is	still	held.	

Operat ion  

Chast ise 
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T he first time I heard the word “Afghanistan,” I swore to myself that I would never 
set foot there. Yet, it feels like just yesterday that I volunteered to join the crews that 

would fly on the CH-147D Chinooks in Afghanistan. Only a year later, I found myself in 
the plane, flying to Afghanistan for the very first time. Throughout the flight overseas, my 
stomach was full of butterflies and I experienced a “helmet fire”, as my brain was in over-
drive, trying to imagine the scenarios that I could possibly face, once in the theatre of war.   
     Once in theatre, I quickly adapted to the flying conditions in this arid region of the 
world. Flying as a Flight Engineer (FE) on the Chinook, I felt a unique sense of freedom 
that was probably unimaginable to the Afghan people on the ground that we were trying 
to help. I swore to myself that I would become the best FE that I could be on this new 
beast that we were all trying to tame.  

     Prior to deploying, we worked for almost a year to reach the required standard of readiness. I received, what I thought at the time, was 
endless training, including CH-147D technical courses and  operational training with the US Army, survival techniques in unfriendly envi-
ronments, door gunning, tactical combat casualty care training, and Afghanistan cultural awareness. However, once in theatre, I quickly real-
ized that all that time training was definitely not wasted.  
     Now, nearly 3 months have passed since my arrival in Afghanistan, and I find that I have overcome my fears and absolutely love the job 
that I am doing. The contribution that we make to this mission, with the amazing capabilities of the Chinook, is beyond belief. We are keep-
ing a good majority of the soldiers, off road convoys, thus keeping them safe from the improvised explosive devises, which have already 
killed too many of our ground troops.  Our workload is diverse, including moving coalition troops, equipment, and/or slung loads to various 
parts of the Kandahar region, seven days a week, by day or by night (when the cover of darkness is required for tactical reasons). When I see 
the smiles of the troops we pick up from the forward operating bases, I always feel that I have the satisfaction in knowing that we are making 
a difference. Although somewhat tired after doing this for three months, I still feel like we are the angels of the sky, escorted by our Griffons 
to help ensure the safety of our troops. 
     It is 31 May, 2009 at 18:00, I am sitting on a wooden bench with approximately 80 other aircrew in a very warm tent, waiting for our mis-
sion brief.  Usually FE’s and gunners don’t attend the full mission brief as we are busy readying the helicopter for the mission; we get a 
shorter version by the Aircraft Captain (AC) at the aircraft, covering the information that is critical for us.  Things such as loads, routes, 
weather, timings, conditions of the landing zone and most importantly, enemy action in our intended flying area is the info that is critical for 
the “back-ender.” But this mission is different from our routine Kandahar missions. On this mission, we will be supporting British troops out 
of Camp Bastion for Op Auba with two of our Canadian Chinooks.  
     Camp Bastion is the main British military base in Afghanistan. Accommodating approximately 28,000 people, it is situated northwest of 
Lashkar Gah, the capital of Helmand Province, an area where we are not usually tasked for missions. We are part of an 11-ship air mobile 
troop insertion, my biggest mission so far during this deployment…Hell, the biggest in my career as an FE!. Missions of this magnitude are a 
planning and logistical nightmare, requiring intricate planning for timings, pre-determined passengers in specific aircraft, possible overshoot 
scenarios, enemy force on ground, contingencies, etc. There is no margin for error on our part, and I am determined to be “on the ball.”  
     It’s close to midnight. We are all geared up, with rotors that have been turning at ground idle for more then an hour, to ensure we have 
contingency time for the possible occurrence of an unserviceable aircraft on start. Today I have more than my usual feeling of excitement for 
a mission, and there is a strange tension on board the aircraft. As we wait for the crucial window to load our troops, we all know that this 
mission will be very different from our usual work. A few jokes are attempted in hopes of easing the seriousness of this night, but mostly we 

just sit in silence listening to radio transmissions, trying to anticipate anything that would 
change the course of planned operation.  Our aircraft will be at the tail end of the 11-
helicopter formation. Our other Canadian crew is number 2 behind the lead aircraft of the 
CH-147 flight. The overall formation consist of 6 Chinooks escorted and supported by 4 
Blackhawks and 1 Apache.  
     Finally the waiting is over. It is now our window to pick up our passengers and we 
reposition to the assigned location. My Junior FE stands behind the aircraft with the 
ramp down and holds up the 2 green glow sticks to clearly identify our chalk number to 
our incoming troops. Today of all days, it is crucial that we load the right chalk of sol-
diers, as their locations on the terrain are pre-established in accordance with their chalk 

   And then i t  happenedAnd then i t  happened   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_base�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afghanistan�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lashkar_Gah�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmand_Province�
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numbers.  
     I am the Senior FE at the cabin door; my preferred position in the aircraft, as that is where I feel most comfortable. The cabin door FE is 
responsible for the entire cabin area, and must also con the pilots into the intended landing area, which tonight will be in very dusty and 
challenging conditions through Night Vision Goggles.  
     Manning the ramp position for FEs is also very busy. With the help of our gunner and the cabin door FE, the ramp FE is responsible for 
the loading and unloading of all internal cargo, passengers or equipment, slung load hook-ups and releases, systems monitoring of gearbox-
es (engine and hydraulic systems thru the maintenance panel), and monitoring all engine starts and shut-downs for abnormalities or leaks. 
When nothing is being moved around in the cabin, a ramp and cabin check is most likely in progress to ensure all systems are operational. 
He also mans the M-240 machine gun (US equivalent to the C6 GPMG) that is installed on the ramp during take off and landing and at all 
altitudes below 1,200 feet.  
     Now that the ramp is up, our troops are sitting on the rag and tube seats and all over the cabin floor. Cabin is called “secured”, weapons 
are loaded, and we are on route to the most difficult landing conditions I have experienced so far in Afghanistan. The combination of dust 
and the number of helicopters landing in one area will make this hell as I try my best to gauge the final approach thru NVGs, so I can con 
the pilots to the intended spot.  
     Finally we take off, as the pilots use my cues to move this monster of a helicopter safely from the ground. I feel the wind, the dust on my 
face, and the rumbling of power transmitted from the huge rotor blades. After a few minutes, I take a second to cherish the view below on 
the ground. This rare spectacle is something I have never seen before; moonlight creates the shadows of 11 angels in the sky flying along 
this narrow valley above a village where everyone has fallen asleep long ago. As planned, our 11-aircraft formation is flying at 120 knots 
100 feet above the ground with the moon shining high, directly above us.  
     Flying at night under the cover of darkness allows us to conduct missions that would be impossible during day. With this cover of dark-
ness, it becomes safer for us to fly in higher threat areas or over populated villages and farms. My experience flying through the darkness of 
Afghanistan allows me to quickly recognize that there is something odd about the pattern of life in the villages below. There are no human 
movements, which is unusual even in the middle of the night. In Afghanistan, if there is an unusual pattern of life, it can foreshadow an un-
pleasant series of events.  
     Suddenly, out of the corner of my eye, I see a red flash climbing into the sky like a firefly. It takes a second for my brain to acknowledge 
what is really happening. Then a second burst of red light. Quickly, my muscle-memory from training allows me to process the information 
and identify the threat. Tracers are being fired towards the front of the formation by enemy forces on the ground.  In horror, I witness our 
entire formation being skyjacked, under fire from an insurgent ambush. As I call enemy fire from our right, radios are filled with other trans-
missions from our formation, with the sound of machine guns rising through the radios like a very unpleasant soundtrack. When the pilots 
bank the helicopters to the left in evasive maneuvers, it only encourages a new burst of tracers from that direction. Trapped in a valley sur-
rounded by mountains, we have no way out other than flying through it and returning fire.  
     I call a contact from the right again, and this time it is within range of my M-240, so I return fire at a real enemy for the first time. This is 
not training, not a flight through the firing ranges, but an intense and crazy real situation; as real as it gets. I feel my knees weakening under 
the weight of this unexpected reality, knowing that I am firing at real people who are firing at me.  
     Time seems to stand still. I clear my mind of all the chaos and confusion. This moment was exactly what I feared the most when I em-
barked on this journey. I know that this could very well be the beginning of a series of events leading to an emergency situation, and a fire-
fight with casualties, or worse, a crash.  
     This all happens in the blink of an eye. I have to react, and it has to be now, with no time for second-guessing or internal moral debates! 
Using all my will power, I shake off the fear…I am part of this crew and my duties are to protect this aircraft and its passengers. I return fire 
again until the insurgents fire their last round.  
     I now check that none of the crew or passengers are injured. Standing strong with all the confidence I have left and hoping my voice is 
not too shaky, I call for a ramp and cabin check to be performed, to ensure the aircraft is not critically damaged. All systems appear normal.         
We continue with the mission as planned, and I mentally prepare for the most crucial landing of my flying career.   
     The pilot calls “on final”, and this is the moment of truth for me…A time when I need to place others and duty before self, act as a real 
soldier, and hide any fear that I still feel as I con the pilots on short final. I use all my training and experience to ensure this aircraft lands 
safely, all the while anticipating the worst…like a second enemy attack while unloading the troops, or a rocket through the fuselage as we 
take off. The ramp starts moving down as soon as the aft wheels touch the ground. Passengers are already jumping off the aircraft before the 
ramp is completely down. As the last boots hit the ground, the ramp comes up and we are out of the LZ in less then 30 seconds, on our way 
back to Camp Bastion. This is the fastest insertion I have ever experienced to date, even considering the number of aircraft taking part in this 
insertion  
     From what I can remember, the last leg of the mission is done in silence with only necessary calls and radio transmissions. As we shut 
down the aircraft, my heartbeat finally returns to a semi-normal rhythm. I feel like my body is hardly able to execute any normal functions at 
this point. Suddenly, there is a hand on my shoulder. As I turn around to see who it is, my left gunner, Andre, opens his arms and gives me a 
big hug. Even today, I still wonder if that hug was meant more for me or for him. All I know is that the human contact made this nightmar-
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ish situation a little bit more bearable. I realized that I was not alone… that it was ok for me to feel shaken and scared. That single moment 
allowed me to truly understand the meaning behind the saying “I got your back,” and to fully comprehend the brotherhood and the strong 
bonds created in a time of war. 
     I wish I could remember the details of how the post mission brief went, but unfortunately I can’t. I carried out the post-flight duties that 
we had to perform after every flight. I do have a clear memory of the pizza and pop we had waiting for us on pick-nick tables in front of the 
Pizza Hut restaurant later that night. None of us said anything. We sat there and ate our pizza in the middle of the night, kindly smiling at 
each other, knowing how we all felt, but unable to find the right words to express it.  
     That mission gave me real insight into what it means to be a Flight Engineer within the Tactical Helicopter community of 1 Wing. It 
made me realize the true duties I have towards my peers, my friends, our soldiers on the ground, and my country. As a Canadian Soldier, I 
know that I stand to serve and protect, putting others before self, as we all did during that intense and unforgettable night. 
            MCpl Joanne Hamelin 
     Note from the Air Ops branch CWO 
     During her two deployments to Afghanistan, MCpl Joanne Hamelin has accumulated over 800 flying hrs. on the Chinook.  Dedicated and 
consistently giving 100% towards the mission, the Flight Engineer section could always count on her in the most difficult times. Unfortu-
nately, due to the injuries Joanne incurred during her second deployment, she was placed on a permanent medical category, which prevents 
her from pursuing a career in the CF.  I would like to personally extend my wishes to her success towards her future challenges; her hard 
work in Afghanistan give me full confidence that she will succeed in anything she does.  Good luck! 
               CWO Jake Boucher 

SIX TURNIN & FOUR BURNIN 
 

F ast reverse, back to the days when the Flight Engineer had a dedicated position in the cockpit of large multi engine aircraft. 
Its interesting to revisit those days that are long gone. In this issue of Propwash, I have chosen to present the following inter-

esting article of what it was like to be a flight test Flight Engineer on the massive Convair B-36 Peacemaker bomber, that was op-
erated by the United States Air Force from 1949 t0 1959.  
     The B-36 was the largest mass-produced piston engine aircraft ever made. It had the longest wingspan of any combat aircraft ever built 
(230 ft.), although there have been larger military transports. The B-36 was the first bomber capa-
ble of delivering any of the nuclear weapons in the U.S. arsenal from inside its two bomb bays 
without aircraft modifications. With a range greater than 6,000 mi and a maximum payload of 
73,000 lb., the B-36 was the world's first manned bomber with an unrefueled intercontinental 
range. Until it was replaced by the jet powered Boeing B-52 Stratofortress, which first became 
operational in 1955, the B-36 was the primary nuclear weapons delivery vehicle of the Strategic 
Air Command (SAC), and the B-36 set the standard for range and payload for subsequent U.S. 
intercontinental bombers. 

 F l ight  Engineering on the  B-36 Bomber 
 The Convair B-36 was a 10 engine aircraft with 6 reciprocating engines plus four jets.  

A flight engineers dream. 
     A B-36 test flight crews included a pilot, co-pilot, four Flight engineers, a radar operator and a radioman. 
     At Convair San Diego, two flight crews consisting of eight men each made up the flight test teams. 
     The Convair crew's function was to receive the B-36 aircraft from production, modification or major maintenance, and then shake 
down the aircraft, before transferring the aircraft from the builder to an Air Force flight crew. Sometimes the Convair crew would deliver 
the B-36 to an Air Force base. 
     The shake down testing consisted of ground inspection, operation of systems on the ground, engine runs and finally a flight test. During 
flight test, all systems were operationally tested, including simulated atomic bomb drops over a predetermined target, operation of all guns 
and cannons, dive tests including speeds over red line, feathering and unfeathering the reciprocating engine's propellers, shut down and 
start up of the jet engines, manual emergency drop of the landing gear and instrument landing systems, to mention only a small portion of 
the tests required to be satisfactorily performed. 
     A typical test flight of a B-36 could take 3 or more flight days depending on the success of each flight. 
     The flight crew would receive their notice in the early AM any day of the week and was expected to be at the flight crew office not 
later than 2 a.m. Several station wagons would take the flight crew, with all necessary gear, directly to the flight line. The gear could con-
sist of parachute, Maywest, oxygen leg bottle, shark repellent, flares and a knife. Also carried, were several emergency gear boxes, which 
included such things as crowbars, cutters etc., Parachutes and other gear were stowed at assigned stations. 
     Flight engineers occupied the flight engineers panel, the jump seat adjacent to the flight engineers panel, radio operators station and at 
the two scanners positions in the rear pressurized cabin. Flight engineers would often rotate position assignments, sometimes during a 
flight. 

B-36 Flight Engineer Panel 
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     Following stowing of gear, which included a large box of emergency gear, each crew member was assigned an inspection section of the 
aircraft. Typically, a flight engineer would climb up the landing gear inspecting for hydraulic leaks, loose cables and so forth and then con-
tinue into the wheel well. You could stand up in the wheel well without difficulty. After inspecting the wheel well the flight engineer would 
continue his inspection through the wing especially looking for gasoline leaks, metal cracks etc. The most difficult section of the wing to 
physically inspect was that section outboard of the number 1 and number 6 reciprocating engines. To move to that position, the flight engi-
neer would have to climb over a tight crawl space over the engine. Occasionally the engine would be operating. Flight engineers would also 
perform this same inspection following descent from altitude. The ground inspection would take 3 or 4 hours. Following the detailed walk 
around inspection, the engines would be ground tested for several hours.   One flight engineer would remain on the ground during the engine 
tests in communication with the crew and specifically with the flight engineer assigned to the flight engineers panel. Often the engine runs 
were accomplished during the dark of the early morning and completed by sunup. 
     With ground checks completed and all crew members on board, station areas inspected and checked out, our parachutes and Maywest’s 
were put on. Each parachute was stenciled by crew member name and was specifically sized and sewn to fit one individual so that adjust-
ments were not necessary when they were put on. All you had to do was buckle up. The jet engines as well as the reciprocating engines were 
started for take off. Typically, the take off took place toward the southeast and over the city of San Diego. 
     During the climb to altitude a number of tests were accomplished. Many tests were performed at a predetermined parameter over the red 
line. As an example, our dive test was performed at a given percentage over the red line. Eventually we would climb to 40,000 feet. Back in 
the 50s, 40,000 feet was considered to be very high. The biggest problem that we would have during the final climb is that military jets 
would scramble to make simulated passes at us. Very often, the military jet would turn too tight and lose control, go into a stall or some other 
dangerous situation. In fact, a Convair civilian flight crew flying a B-36 test from Carswell AFB, crashed as a result of a military jet losing 
control and flying into the B-36. Only a few survived that accident.  
     At forty thousand feet, we had a number of tests to run depending on the version of B-36. One test was that a flight engineer would go on 
pressurized oxygen and out to the bomb bay. He would take position, midway between the length of the two bomb bay doors. There he 
would strap into a crew chair and plug into the oxygen system and communications system. The bomb bay was not pressurized. Once he 
reported in, the bomb bay door would be exercised to simulate a bomb drop. The flight engineer would assure that all the bomb locks actuat-
ed. The flight engineer would also, upon command from the pilot, open the 20mm cannons enclosures, bring the cannons out of their stowed 
positions and perform a firing sequence. 
     One of the last tests performed, was an automatic Instrument landing System test at a field In Long Beach California.  We would enter the 
flight path fairly hot and break off from the automatic system as soon as the test parameters were achieved. We would not land but go to 
climb power in preparation for the next test. We would then fly at speed over the red line at 500 feet over the water for a given period of 
time, climb to altitude and typically then head for home. 
     Another test on the way home at about 5000 feet, was for the flight engineers, usually two, to do an inspection of the bomb bay and the 
two wing internal sections.  We looked for gasoline leaks, since the change from 40,000 feet to 5000 feet often resulted in fuel clamp leaks. 
Our The flight engineers job was to tighten up any fuel lines that seeped or leaked. 
     The final test prior to landing was to accomplish an emergency manual drop of the landing gear. This Involved again, two flight engi-
neers. An opening in the fuselage gave access to the wing root where the landing gear was up and locked. One flight engineer would remain 
in the fuselage and observe the progress of the flight engineer who went out into the wing and report that progress to the pilot. The flight 
engineer who went into the wing would climb up on pegs extending out of the rear spar to a narrow platform over the landing gear. Attached 
to the platform, was a ratchet wrench with a cable and hook assembly. The flight engineer would attach the hook to the landing gear and ca-
noe door up-lock mechanism. The flight engineer would then slowly ratchet the hook assembly to pull the up-lock mechanism to the unlock 
position. There would be a loud bang and much air turbulence as the up-lock pin was pulled and the Canoe door and landing gear started to 
drop. The flight engineer would then dangle his feet and legs off the narrow platform and the flight engineer in the bomb bay would lean out 
to help place the feet of the flight engineer still hanging on to the rear spar structure, onto the foot pegs, so as to guide him back into the air-
craft. This was a very hairy procedure. 
     During approach for landing, the pilot would rev up the engines, so that all the wives would know to start dinner, no matter how late. The 
sound of the B-36 during landing was very distinctive. After landing, a short debriefing was held and reports finalized and signed. 

A380 Flies 5,000 Miles On Three Engines 
Canada's Transportation Safety Board says Emirates Airlines elected to fly an A380 more than 5,000 miles across the Atlantic, 
southern Europe and the Mediterranean to Kuwait on three engines after the number four engine flamed out about an hour after 
takeoff from JFK. The original destination was Dubai for Flight 202 on Oct 26. "The crew consulted with the company and decided 
to divert to Kuwait International Airport (OKBK) on the remaining three engines where an uneventful landing took place," the TSB 
reported. The engine quit when the aircraft was 200nm ESE of St. John's, Newfoundland/Labrador. Flying on three engines uses 
more fuel because the aircraft must fly at a lower altitude and lower speed, hence the diversion to Kuwait City. It's not clear why 
the crew and the company decided to press on rather than call it a day and either return to JFK or divert to several other North 
American airports within a few hundred miles. Maintenance personnel discovered two fuel pumps in the Engine Alliance GP7000 
engine had failed and aircraft was signed off after they were replaced. It's not known how many people were on the aircraft.	

http://www.avweb.com/avwebflash/news/A380-Flies-5000-Miles-On-Three-Engines220951-1.html�
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C hief Warrant Officer (CWO) Boucher joined the Canadian Armed Forces in November 1982.  
Following his initial training as a supply technician, he was posted to 1 Canadian Forces Supply 

Depot in Toronto, Ontario. Two years later, he was posted to HMCS Ottawa and was berthed in Hali-
fax, Nova Scotia. During his posting with the Navy he completed a NATO deployment and was sub-
sequently posted to Canadian Forces Base Shearwater, Nova Scotia to work at the Fleet Diving Unit. 
    In 1988, CWO Boucher reoriented his career to the air frame technician occupation and was posted 
back to CFB Shearwater, this time as a technician maintaining the T-33 T-Bird, the CH-135 Twin 
Huey helicopter, and eventually the CH-123 Sea King helicopter. 
When the Canadian Armed Forces stood up the aviation element of the Joint Task Force 2 (counter 
terrorism) in 1990, he was posted to 450 Squadron in Ottawa, Ontario as a technician and maintained 
the CH-135 Twin Huey allocated to support this new capability. 
     In 1995, CWO Boucher again changed the direction of his career and found his true calling as a  flight engineer and was posted to 430 
Tactical Helicopter Squadron in Valcartier, Québec and flew in the newly acquired CH-146 Griffon helicopter as a crew member. During 
this posting, he deployed twice to Haiti, to Kosovo, and to Bosnia. Upon his return from Bosnia, he was posted to 438 Squadron in St-
Hubert, Québec for a brief time and was employed as the senior flight engineer and chief instructor for the flight instruction of new flight 
engineers. CWO Boucher returned to 430 Squadron in 2004, and was promoted to warrant officer and served as a flight warrant officer. In 
2007, he became the senior flight engineer for the Chinook helicopters and trained with the U.S. Army, first in the United States and then 
with the 101st Airborne during operations in Afghanistan.  He then deployed to Afghanistan to set up for the Canadian Chinook helicopter 
flight operations. Upon returning to Canada, CWO Boucher was awarded the Chief of Defence Staff Commendation for his efforts in Af-
ghanistan. In 2010-2011, he deployed to Afghanistan a second time on a nine-month deployment. 
     Shortly after his return from Afghanistan in 2011, he was promoted to his present rank and hung up his flying helmet for good after hav-
ing flown approx. 3,700 hrs. on helicopters which included approx. 800 hrs. NVG. He was then posted to the Directorate of Flight Safety in 
Ottawa as the DFS CWO. In 2012, he became the career manager for the Airborne Electronic Sensor Operators, Flight Engineers, and 
Search and Rescue technicians.  
     In 2013, he was appointed as the first Air Operations Branch CWO, a new branch within the CF that umbrellas the AC Ops, AES Ops, Flt 
Engs, and SAR Techs. 
     CWO Boucher currently resides in Ottawa. His children are serving members of the Canadian Armed Forces; his daughter is a clerk with 
the naval reserve in Ottawa and his son is an avionics technician who is currently deployed to Kuwait.  CWO Boucher is an avid motorcycle 
rider who tries to put as much kilometres per year on his motorcycle as his schedule permits.  

Chief Warrant Officer Jacques Boucher 

C A R B O N  N A N O T U B E S  

E ngineers at the Army Research Laboratory are exploring the use of carbon nanotubes to make helicopter blades perform better. Nano-
tubes have been shown to dissipate energy when embedded in small samples of composite materials, thus improving the material’s 

damping qualities. Army researchers are looking for the same effect when embedding nanotubes in larger components — helicopter blades. 
The need for better blades emerged from deficiencies uncovered in the Iraq and Afghanistan 

wars. Helicopters spent too much time in maintenance, and they weren’t fast enough nor able to 
carry enough cargo. 
     Currently, aerospace engineers compromise between stability and vibrations when designing 
helicopter blades. Blades with good stability tend to transmit vibrations to the aircraft, boosting 
the need for maintenance. But blades that limit vibrations have stability issues that limit aircraft 
performance. This trade-off prevents development of next-generation design concepts with im-
proved payloads, speeds, range, and cost. 
     Army engineers are placing nanotubes throughout the blade or concentrating them near the 
hub to see how they affect damping. The theory is that the friction at the nanotube-resin inter-
face will dissipate energy and improve damping, making the blades more stabile while fibers in 
the composite resin provide the strength and stiffness. 

Helicopters like this AH‐46 Apache might have 

be er speed, range, and payload capability 

using blades with embedded carbon nanotubes. 

Did you hear about the fellow whose whole left side was cut off?  
He's all right now. 
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NATO VETERANS ORGA (NVOC) ORGANIZATION OF CANADA  
A VOICE FOR TODAYS VETERANS 

 PURPOSE 

A n organization to promote fellowship amongst its members and to be a dedicated Voice for all Veterans 
to ensure the entitlement, provision and maintenance of all appropriate benefits are provided and ad-

ministered to all who have dedicated their lives in the Services of Canada's Armed Forces  

                                                     OUR GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
     The establishment and operation of an association of former and serving members of the  
Canadian Forces (CF) for the purpose of:  
     Developing a concerted and determined effort to have VAC provide equal benefits and treatment to all veterans regardless of when they 
served by modifying The New Veterans Charter — Bill 55, to provide the same level of benefits provided under the Veterans Act or abol-
ishing The New Veterans Charter — Bill 55 and a return to the Veterans Act amended to include the same level of benefits for ALL  
veterans. 
     Recognizing the contribution of members of the CF to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and other multilateral and bilateral  
institutions-, 
     Perpetuating the memories and deeds of members of the CF who lost their lives in the service of Canada, 
     Supporting and encouraging the welfare of veterans members of the CF their families and dependents-, 
     Fostering and promoting the interests of CF veterans; 
     Providing advice to veterans on dealing with Veterans Affairs Canada. 

                                                                              MEMBERSHIP 
  Your membership will STRENGTHEN the VOICE OF NVOC in matters of advocacy, and help NVOC to achieve its goals and objectives. 

 

     To become a member of The NATO Veterans Organization of Canada visit our website at — natoveterans.org 
where you can find more information.  

You can also download an application to join, or mail the attached application below, to — 
BETTY  GOODISON 

National Membership Director 
5 Plumbrook Drive #304 

Leamington  ON  N8H 4P8 
E-Mail: bgoodison@cogeco.ca 
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V-280 Valor tilt rotor concept for U.S. Army program 

B ell calls its offering a third generation tiltrotor, building on the  
experience gained from the first generation XV-3 and XV-15, to the 

second generation 609 civil tiltrotor and V-22 Osprey. Unlike the V-22, 
whose engines tilt along with the rotors, the engines of the V-280 remain 
fixed horizontally while the rotors and drive system tilt. 
     The wing is also straight rather than forward-swept like the V-22’s. This wing will be 
produced in one large piece and utilize Large Cell Carbon Core technology in an effort to 
reduce weight and manufacturing costs. This construction will also allow immediate detection of damage to the wing. The aircraft also fea-
tures a V-tail, composite fuselage and a triple redundant fly-buy-wire flight control system. 
     The “V” in V-280 stands for “Vertical,” while the 280 refers to the aircraft’s 280 knot (322 mph/518 km/h) cruising speed. Designed as 
a medium class aircraft, the V-280 has space for a crew of four and 11 troops, who can enter and exit through two six foot (1.8 m) wide 
side doors, which are also designed to increase door gunners' field of fire. Bell lists its combat range at 500 to 800 nautical miles (575 
miles/926 km), with a self-deploy range of 2,100 nautical miles (2,417 miles/3,889 km). 

SANTA & the FAA. . . . Santa Claus, upon trudging out to his sleigh for his annual night freight trip around the world, was sur-

prised to find a guy with a shotgun standing next to his rig. Santa asked him why he was there. 
     The man replied, "I'm from the FAA, and this is an unscheduled 135 inspection. I'll ride right seat. 
     " Santa responded, "With all due respects, sir, I've been doing this flight for over 700 years--but if you insist, well, let's go." 
     As they both climbed into the sleigh, Santa noticed that the FAA inspector brought his  shotgun along with him, placing it in his lap, with 
his finger on the trigger. Santa queried, "What's the shotgun for?" To which the FAA inspector grumbled,  

"You're going to lose two on takeoff..." 

A T T E N T I O N  A N N U A L  M E M B E R S  O F  C M F E AA T T E N T I O N  A N N U A L  M E M B E R S  O F  C M F E AA T T E N T I O N  A N N U A L  M E M B E R S  O F  C M F E A    

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE  APRIL 01, 2014 (RCAF birthday ) DRAW,  YOU MUST BE A PAID UP MEMBER . 

PRESENT LIFE MEMBERS RECEIVE $ 100.00 and ANNUAL MEMBERS, BECOME LIFE MEMBERS IF THEIR NAME IS 
DRAWN. 

So being a paid up  member is worth the $ 10.00   

K C - 4 6  Ta n k e r   
 

T he KC-46 is a wide body, multi-role tanker, that promises to revolutionize the 
air mobility mission. It can refuel all U.S., allied and coalition military air-

craft compatible with international aerial refueling procedures, any time, on any 
mission, and can carry passengers, cargo and patients whenever and wherever 
needed. The ability to detect, avoid, defeat and survive threats using multiple lay-
ers of protection, will allow the KC-46 to operate safely in medium-threat environ-
ments. With unmatched operational flexibility, the KC-46 is a mobility game 
changer.   

     Boeing is on contract with the U.S. Air Force to deliver 179 KC-46 Tankers. The KC-46 is based on a commercial 767. With more than 
1,000 built to date, the 767 is a proven commercial airliner, freighter and tanker already in service. It delivers more fuel at all ranges and 
from shorter runways, three times more cargo pallets, up to twice as many passengers and over 30 percent more aeromedical evacuation 
patients than the KC-135 that it is replacing. New robust defensive systems and cockpit armor protection enhance KC-46 crew survivability.  
     Large Boeing 787, 15-inch displays, allow KC-46 pilots to quickly optimize flight parameters for critical decision making and mission 
success.  
     The KC-46’s ability to refuel all fixed-wing receiver aircraft anytime, on every mission, including simultaneous multi-point refueling, is 
enabled by an advanced design fly-by-wire boom based on the proven KC-10 boom, and 21st century centerline and wing-mounted hose and 
drogue systems.  
      The KC-46 is based on the most fuel-efficient commercial airplane in its wide body class. Highly efficient design saves the Air Force 
hundreds of millions of dollars through lower KC-46 maintenance depot and repair costs.  
      Onboard KC-46 aircraft, health diagnostic systems provide real-time health monitoring and improve operational availability and mission 
capability. 99 percent dispatch reliability, means greater mission effectiveness for the KC-46 and unprecedented availability to meet more 
mission requirements with fewer tankers.  
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NEW SAFETY DEVICE FOR AIRCRAFT  

BOEING PROPOSES NEW FLIGHT DECK EQUIPMENT  

B oeing Commercial Airplane Company Vice President of Engineering, Bill Alum, today announced the company's development of a 
new, high technology transport jet flight deck warning system, designed to help pilots avoid the sort of incident that Asiana Airlines 

flight 214 experienced recently, while attempting to land in San Francisco. The new device utilizes measurements of air pressure taken at 
different points on the aircraft's airframe to calculate how fast the airplane is traveling through the air. The actual technology involved in the 
inputs and how they are processed is still considered proprietary technological information by Boeing, as well as by the U.S. Department of 
Defense. Mr. Alum said that this device, if installed in all new aircraft, as well as being retrofitted into the existing commercial aircraft fleet, 
“has the potential to save hundreds of lives each year”. It is engineered to provide the pilots of these mammoth, high performance aircraft 
with continuous, real-time updates of how fast the airplane is moving. This will allow them to always make sure that the aircraft's speed re-
mains within a safe operating envelope. “Information is power”, said Mr. Alum. The full name of the device is yet to be determined, but the 
current working name is “airspeed indicator". Reaction within the aviation industry has ranged from skepticism to enthusiasm. Dr. Phillip, 
head chairman of the Department of Aeronautical Engineering at M.I.T. stated that his department has been recommending something such 
as an airspeed indicator for many years, but that their advocacy for it has “fallen on deaf ears". In Toulouse, France, Airbus Chief Engineer 
Pierre Le Fou said that, due to Airbus' advanced flight guidance systems, such a device would be an unnecessary addition to their flight 
decks. “The technical advancement of our flight decks is such, that pilots have no need for this type of information. Our guidance systems 
are constantly aware of all pertinent parameters while in flight, and will automatically keep them within the normal range. The pilots of our 
aircraft have no use for such a device as an airspeed indicator". In Seoul, Korean Pilots Association (KPA) spokesman Lee Bang-wan, stated 
that a device such as this proposed airspeed indicator, would only serve to be a distraction in the flight deck, and that KPA pilots would prob-
ably just ignore it. Additionally, he stated that such a complex system was unneeded, considering that the KPA pilots have a safety record 
that is “equal to that of any air carrier that is currently based in Korea". In Washington, D.C., R. N. Mowth, a spokesman for the U.S. Air 
Transport Association, stated that “oppressive federal regulation, such as any requirement to have so-called airspeed indicators installed in 
transport aircraft, is just one more sign of a government run amok with too much power, and its stifling of the free enterprise system". Skep-
ticism not withstanding, Boeing seems to be determined to proceed with the development of this new flight deck technology. Mr. Alum stat-
ed that “we feel that, once pilots reach the point that they understand the value of the heretofore unavailable information that our proposed 
airspeed indicator can give them, they will embrace this new device and will learn to keep a close eye on it”. 

PROPWASH	WEBSITE	
<http://www.cmfea.ca>	

Association	President	and	Website	Editor	
Mac MacGregor — (613) 475-5711 — 

lg.macgregor@sympatico.ca 
8 Rosslyn Drive, Brighton ON  K0K 1H0 

Treasurer 
Ray McIntosh —— (613) 392-2688 —— raymc@bell.net 

61 Nicholas St., Trenton ON  K8V 4H7 

Secretary 
D.M. Knockleby —— (613) 394-5958 —— 

knock_knockleby@hotmail.com 
46 First Avenue, Trenton  ON  K8V 4G4 

Editor 
Bruce Dyer —— (905) 639-6709 —— tdyer@cogeco.ca 

701 Castleguard Cr., Burlington  ON  L7N 2W7 

Members – please submit changes  
of home or email addresses to 

any of the above executive members 

MUST WATCH WEBSITES 
The Dambusters  70  Years  On.  .  .  

http://www.youtube.com/watch v=gzq11zz1HLA 
Breathtaking U2 Spy Plane Ride 

http://www.wimp.com/breathtakingfootage 
This is a 360 degrees panorama view of a B-36 Flight 

Engineers Panel & Flight Deck. 
http://www.nmusafvirtualtour.com/media/062/B-36J%20Engineer.html 

be patient; It can take up to 5+ minutes, to upload to your screen!  
Barling Bomber & Air Speed Record - US Army Air Corps “Struggle for 

Recognition 1923—1930” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlVxCxGn3Q4 

Red Flag is an advanced aerial combat training exercise  
hosted at Nellis Air Force  

http://www.youtube.comwatchv=CTtW2iZeXTA&feature=youtu.be 

 

Lasnier, Russ    January 03, 2013  
Langard, Lawrence (Ted)  June  
Riseley, Christopher Leonard (Bud) Sept.  26, 2013
Woods (Woody), Werner  October 29, 2013
    Hall, Charles                November 19, 2013

Fa l l e n   Ea g l e sFa l l e n   Ea g l e sFa l l e n   Ea g l e s    
We	record	with	great	sadness	the	passing	of	the	

	following	members	of	the	Association	

Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

T a l l y  H o !  

T a l l y  H o !  

T a l l y  H o !  H oH o !  H o !
!  H o !
!  H o !    

 

mailto:raymc@bell.net�
http://www.nmusafvirtualtour.com/media/062/B-36J%20Engineer.html�
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTtW2iZeXTA&feature=youtu.be�

	Its long overdue! That’s right, all of you are long overdue. Overdue in sending me your input for Propwash. I haven't heard a word from any of the CMFEA members this year, What's going on guys? Propwash was originally created for members of the Association to publish stories, memories, pictures, anecdotes, etc. for the newsletter! This is not happening! This reluctance on your part makes me question why you are not sending me any material for Propwash. There must be hundreds of interesting experiences and stories out there to be told. If only a percentage of the membership would send me the input that I constantly ask for, the newsletter would become more of what it was created to be. I may be naïve to think, that if I shake the tree hard enough, something will drop out of it! Please prove me right, and begin putting in some effort, by sending me input for Propwash. Shake off your apathy, and take an hour or two in 2014, to send me what I need for Propwash. Make it your first, high priority New Years resolution, and HELP ME OUT!
															Bruce Dyer
	A MESSAGE FROM THE  PRESIDENT
	AS President of the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association, I would like to take this opportunity to wish all our members and current serving Flight Engineers, a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous  New Year. To the current serving Flight Engineers, I encourage you to let us know what you are doing. We would very much like to hear about missions you have flown, indeed, some of you who were deployed to Afghanistan flew on some very interesting and dangerous missions. SAR crews fly risky missions on a regular basis, as well as Maritime and Air Mobility crews, and I am sure many of you have a story or two of missions you have been involved with.                  The bottom line is, we don't care whether you are a helicopter or fixed wing Flight Engineer, we are interested in what you are doing.  I hope that you will take a look at the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association and consider joining us. The Flight Engineer trade has evolved over the years moving from the so called "traditional" (multi engine, fixed wing aircraft with FE panel), to Flight Engineers carrying out a multitude of different tasks on a wide variety of platforms. We recognize today, most of the serving Flight Engineers are flying on rotary winged platforms, many of you in support of the army, so it’s imperative that you understand  that you are welcomed, indeed encouraged to come and join us as we move into the twenty first century. The future of the association is dependent on new members, and as the trade evolved over the years, so will the Canadian Military Flight Engineer Association.
	To the CMFEA membership;  I hope if you are having a function in your area, you will reach out to the serving FEs, and encourage them to come out and get acquainted.  I look forward to seeing a lot of you at the reunion in Comox in September 2014.
	BREAKING NEWS: Jerry Yagen Military Aviation Museum Collection for Sale 
	At this years Canadian Warplane Heritage Air Show in June, was the appearance of the DeHaviland Mosquito, owned by Jerry Yagens Military Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach.  The aircraft had been shipped from New Zealand in May, reassembled, and test flown prior to its flight to the CWHM air show in June. 
	Jerry Hagen's extensive collection of airworthy vintage aircraft was up for sale. The aircraft composing the collections of the Military Aviation Museum, founded in Virginia Beach by Jerry Yagen in 2005, are for sale. Yagen explained that he could no longer afford to pay for the museum, which is not self-sustaining. Two aircraft, a B-17 Flying Fortress and a Fw 190, have been reported as already sold.
	The museum, one of the largest of its type, may also have to be shut down after the aircraft have been sold. Yagen has told reporters that he does not know how many aircraft he owns exactly, as many are not on display. The MAM’s collections include at least 70 WWI and WWII aircraft, a 1940’s Royal Air Force control tower, an RAF fuel bowser and a Luftwaffe hangar. 
	The Dam Busters70th anniversary celebrations were held in May 2013, for one of the most memorable operations of the Second World War. RAF, 617 Squadron, flew in Operation Chastise, using the famous bouncing bomb to attack the industrial region of Germany.
	From the start it was an audacious plan: an air strike at the heart of enemy territory, attacking dams along the Ruhr Valley, the very heart of Germany’s industrial region. 
	     In the 1930s, as Hitler's German empire grew in ambition, the rest of Europe looked on. With fresh memories of World War l, the Allies feared the worst. And the worst happened on September 01,1939, when Germany invaded Poland.
	     The RAF launched high-level attacks on Wilhelmshaven and Heligoland at the start of the war. Not only were these daytime air strikes ineffective, in human terms the cost was unacceptably high. But by 1942 the German army was weaker. This, the Allies believed, could be the time to target the Ruhr dams again from the air.
	     Believing that the best strategy to defeat Germany was to destroy its industrial centre in the Ruhr Valley, Dr Wallis put forward his idea of the 'bouncing bomb'. A cylindrical bomb that could be dropped from a very low height with pinpoint accuracy, bounce along the surface of the water, avoiding torpedo nets, and attach itself to its target: a dam wall. With the dam breached, the deluge of water would destroy factories and power stations, seriously disrupting the area’s vital water and electricity supplies.
	     The plan to destroy the dams was called Operation Chastise. It needed a crack squadron to put it into action. The first man recruited was Guy Gibson, a fearless and inspirational pilot and 617 Squadron was chosen for the mission.
	     His first task was to find crews for the 617 Squadron; those selected were the cream of Bomber Command. "It took me an hour to pick my crews", he said. "I wrote all the names down on a piece of paper… from my own personal knowledge, I believed them to be the best bomber pilots available." But even he was unaware of the operation's true purpose. All he knew was that low level flying and bomb aiming were vital to the plan. 
	     Training began in earnest, the crews practising and perfecting flying in the specially adapted 30-tonne Lancaster's. These planes were originally designed to operate at a height of 10,000 feet and at nearly 250 mph. For Operation Chastise, they had to fly at 60 feet, the height of a medium-sized tree. Guy Gibson noted: "At that height, you would only have to hiccough and you would be in the drink." 
	     16 May 1943 - "All crews of 617 Squadron report to the briefing office."
	617 Squadron was finally briefed on the mission: to breach the Möhne, Eder and Sorpe dams. It was still so secret that stationed outside the locked doors of the briefing room were two military policemen on guard.
	     No one, not even Fighter Command, knew they were operating that night. After the traditional flying supper of bacon and eggs in the mess, the crews carried out final checks on their aircraft and waited for take off.
	     They were to leave RAF Scampton in three waves. At 21:28, with a full moon, the first aircraft of the second wave started its take-off run – they went first because their journey was longer. Then nine Lancaster's of the first wave, led by Gibson, headed to attack the Möhne dam. The second wave target was the Sorpe dam and the third, taking off two hours later, would either attack the main dams or target smaller dams. 617 Squadron was in action.
	"Bomb Gone!"
	     Gibson’s Lancaster was the first to drop a bomb but that failed to reach its target. Then an aircraft piloted by John Hopgood was hit on its run and destroyed. To draw enemy fire away from Flt Lt 'Micky' Martin's run, Gibson courageously flew across the dam repeatedly. Martin made a successful attack but his plane sustained a hit. Melvin Young's plane was the next to attack and its bomb struck its target.
	"A huge column of water rose and a shock could be seen rippling through the lake. The dam was beginning to break."
	     Gibson recorded later that the dam did not collapse immediately, so he ordered Flt Lt David Maltby, piloting AJ-J 'Johnny', to attack. Gibson radioed HQ with the news that the dam had been breached; in the moonlight he could see a gap about 150 metres long and "a torrent of water that looked like porridge".
	     That night, the Möhne and Eder dams were breached successfully, however the attack on the Sorpe was less effective. 
	     Aerial photographs of the breached dams appeared in the British press shortly after the raid. They showed floodwaters sweeping through breached dams in the Ruhr Valley, damaging factories and power stations. The Möhne dam was swept away and railway and road bridges vanished.
	     The news precipitated a rush of national pride; the propaganda value was deemed priceless. With many families experiencing German bombing and missing loved ones in the Armed Forces, Operation Chastise gave a boost to national morale. 
	Until D-Day, the Lancaster was the only weapon the Allies had that was systematically pounding the German heartland. 
	It built up an affection in which it is still held.
	The first time I heard the word “Afghanistan,” I swore to myself that I would never set foot there. Yet, it feels like just yesterday that I volunteered to join the crews that would fly on the CH-147D Chinooks in Afghanistan. Only a year later, I found myself in the plane, flying to Afghanistan for the very first time. Throughout the flight overseas, my stomach was full of butterflies and I experienced a “helmet fire”, as my brain was in overdrive, trying to imagine the scenarios that I could possibly face, once in the theatre of war.  
	     Once in theatre, I quickly adapted to the flying conditions in this arid region of the world. Flying as a Flight Engineer (FE) on the Chinook, I felt a unique sense of freedom that was probably unimaginable to the Afghan people on the ground that we were trying to help. I swore to myself that I would become the best FE that I could be on this new beast that we were all trying to tame. 
	     Prior to deploying, we worked for almost a year to reach the required standard of readiness. I received, what I thought at the time, was endless training, including CH-147D technical courses and  operational training with the US Army, survival techniques in unfriendly environments, door gunning, tactical combat casualty care training, and Afghanistan cultural awareness. However, once in theatre, I quickly realized that all that time training was definitely not wasted. 
	     Now, nearly 3 months have passed since my arrival in Afghanistan, and I find that I have overcome my fears and absolutely love the job that I am doing. The contribution that we make to this mission, with the amazing capabilities of the Chinook, is beyond belief. We are keeping a good majority of the soldiers, off road convoys, thus keeping them safe from the improvised explosive devises, which have already killed too many of our ground troops.  Our workload is diverse, including moving coalition troops, equipment, and/or slung loads to various parts of the Kandahar region, seven days a week, by day or by night (when the cover of darkness is required for tactical reasons). When I see the smiles of the troops we pick up from the forward operating bases, I always feel that I have the satisfaction in knowing that we are making a difference. Although somewhat tired after doing this for three months, I still feel like we are the angels of the sky, escorted by our Griffons to help ensure the safety of our troops.
	     It is 31 May, 2009 at 18:00, I am sitting on a wooden bench with approximately 80 other aircrew in a very warm tent, waiting for our mission brief.  Usually FE’s and gunners don’t attend the full mission brief as we are busy readying the helicopter for the mission; we get a shorter version by the Aircraft Captain (AC) at the aircraft, covering the information that is critical for us.  Things such as loads, routes, weather, timings, conditions of the landing zone and most importantly, enemy action in our intended flying area is the info that is critical for the “back-ender.” But this mission is different from our routine Kandahar missions. On this mission, we will be supporting British troops out of Camp Bastion for Op Auba with two of our Canadian Chinooks. 
	     Camp Bastion is the main British military base in Afghanistan. Accommodating approximately 28,000 people, it is situated northwest of Lashkar Gah, the capital of Helmand Province, an area where we are not usually tasked for missions. We are part of an 11-ship air mobile troop insertion, my biggest mission so far during this deployment…Hell, the biggest in my career as an FE!. Missions of this magnitude are a planning and logistical nightmare, requiring intricate planning for timings, pre-determined passengers in specific aircraft, possible overshoot scenarios, enemy force on ground, contingencies, etc. There is no margin for error on our part, and I am determined to be “on the ball.” 
	     It’s close to midnight. We are all geared up, with rotors that have been turning at ground idle for more then an hour, to ensure we have contingency time for the possible occurrence of an unserviceable aircraft on start. Today I have more than my usual feeling of excitement for a mission, and there is a strange tension on board the aircraft. As we wait for the crucial window to load our troops, we all know that this mission will be very different from our usual work. A few jokes are attempted in hopes of easing the seriousness of this night, but mostly we just sit in silence listening to radio transmissions, trying to anticipate anything that would change the course of planned operation.  Our aircraft will be at the tail end of the 11-helicopter formation. Our other Canadian crew is number 2 behind the lead aircraft of the CH-147 flight. The overall formation consist of 6 Chinooks escorted and supported by 4 Blackhawks and 1 Apache. 
	numbers. 
	     I am the Senior FE at the cabin door; my preferred position in the aircraft, as that is where I feel most comfortable. The cabin door FE is responsible for the entire cabin area, and must also con the pilots into the intended landing area, which tonight will be in very dusty and challenging conditions through Night Vision Goggles. 
	     Manning the ramp position for FEs is also very busy. With the help of our gunner and the cabin door FE, the ramp FE is responsible for the loading and unloading of all internal cargo, passengers or equipment, slung load hook-ups and releases, systems monitoring of gearboxes (engine and hydraulic systems thru the maintenance panel), and monitoring all engine starts and shut-downs for abnormalities or leaks. When nothing is being moved around in the cabin, a ramp and cabin check is most likely in progress to ensure all systems are operational. He also mans the M-240 machine gun (US equivalent to the C6 GPMG) that is installed on the ramp during take off and landing and at all altitudes below 1,200 feet. 
	     Now that the ramp is up, our troops are sitting on the rag and tube seats and all over the cabin floor. Cabin is called “secured”, weapons are loaded, and we are on route to the most difficult landing conditions I have experienced so far in Afghanistan. The combination of dust and the number of helicopters landing in one area will make this hell as I try my best to gauge the final approach thru NVGs, so I can con the pilots to the intended spot. 
	     Finally we take off, as the pilots use my cues to move this monster of a helicopter safely from the ground. I feel the wind, the dust on my face, and the rumbling of power transmitted from the huge rotor blades. After a few minutes, I take a second to cherish the view below on the ground. This rare spectacle is something I have never seen before; moonlight creates the shadows of 11 angels in the sky flying along this narrow valley above a village where everyone has fallen asleep long ago. As planned, our 11-aircraft formation is flying at 120 knots 100 feet above the ground with the moon shining high, directly above us. 
	     Flying at night under the cover of darkness allows us to conduct missions that would be impossible during day. With this cover of darkness, it becomes safer for us to fly in higher threat areas or over populated villages and farms. My experience flying through the darkness of Afghanistan allows me to quickly recognize that there is something odd about the pattern of life in the villages below. There are no human movements, which is unusual even in the middle of the night. In Afghanistan, if there is an unusual pattern of life, it can foreshadow an unpleasant series of events. 
	     Suddenly, out of the corner of my eye, I see a red flash climbing into the sky like a firefly. It takes a second for my brain to acknowledge what is really happening. Then a second burst of red light. Quickly, my muscle-memory from training allows me to process the information and identify the threat. Tracers are being fired towards the front of the formation by enemy forces on the ground.  In horror, I witness our entire formation being skyjacked, under fire from an insurgent ambush. As I call enemy fire from our right, radios are filled with other transmissions from our formation, with the sound of machine guns rising through the radios like a very unpleasant soundtrack. When the pilots bank the helicopters to the left in evasive maneuvers, it only encourages a new burst of tracers from that direction. Trapped in a valley surrounded by mountains, we have no way out other than flying through it and returning fire. 
	     I call a contact from the right again, and this time it is within range of my M-240, so I return fire at a real enemy for the first time. This is not training, not a flight through the firing ranges, but an intense and crazy real situation; as real as it gets. I feel my knees weakening under the weight of this unexpected reality, knowing that I am firing at real people who are firing at me. 
	     Time seems to stand still. I clear my mind of all the chaos and confusion. This moment was exactly what I feared the most when I embarked on this journey. I know that this could very well be the beginning of a series of events leading to an emergency situation, and a firefight with casualties, or worse, a crash. 
	     This all happens in the blink of an eye. I have to react, and it has to be now, with no time for second-guessing or internal moral debates! Using all my will power, I shake off the fear…I am part of this crew and my duties are to protect this aircraft and its passengers. I return fire again until the insurgents fire their last round. 
	     I now check that none of the crew or passengers are injured. Standing strong with all the confidence I have left and hoping my voice is not too shaky, I call for a ramp and cabin check to be performed, to ensure the aircraft is not critically damaged. All systems appear normal.         We continue with the mission as planned, and I mentally prepare for the most crucial landing of my flying career.  
	     The pilot calls “on final”, and this is the moment of truth for me…A time when I need to place others and duty before self, act as a real soldier, and hide any fear that I still feel as I con the pilots on short final. I use all my training and experience to ensure this aircraft lands safely, all the while anticipating the worst…like a second enemy attack while unloading the troops, or a rocket through the fuselage as we take off. The ramp starts moving down as soon as the aft wheels touch the ground. Passengers are already jumping off the aircraft before the ramp is completely down. As the last boots hit the ground, the ramp comes up and we are out of the LZ in less then 30 seconds, on our way back to Camp Bastion. This is the fastest insertion I have ever experienced to date, even considering the number of aircraft taking part in this insertion 
	ish situation a little bit more bearable. I realized that I was not alone… that it was ok for me to feel shaken and scared. That single moment allowed me to truly understand the meaning behind the saying “I got your back,” and to fully comprehend the brotherhood and the strong bonds created in a time of war.
	     I wish I could remember the details of how the post mission brief went, but unfortunately I can’t. I carried out the post-flight duties that we had to perform after every flight. I do have a clear memory of the pizza and pop we had waiting for us on pick-nick tables in front of the Pizza Hut restaurant later that night. None of us said anything. We sat there and ate our pizza in the middle of the night, kindly smiling at each other, knowing how we all felt, but unable to find the right words to express it. 
	     That mission gave me real insight into what it means to be a Flight Engineer within the Tactical Helicopter community of 1 Wing. It made me realize the true duties I have towards my peers, my friends, our soldiers on the ground, and my country. As a Canadian Soldier, I know that I stand to serve and protect, putting others before self, as we all did during that intense and unforgettable night.
													MCpl Joanne Hamelin
						Note from the Air Ops branch CWO
	     During her two deployments to Afghanistan, MCpl Joanne Hamelin has accumulated over 800 flying hrs. on the Chinook.  Dedicated and consistently giving 100% towards the mission, the Flight Engineer section could always count on her in the most difficult times. Unfortunately, due to the injuries Joanne incurred during her second deployment, she was placed on a permanent medical category, which prevents her from pursuing a career in the CF.  I would like to personally extend my wishes to her success towards her future challenges; her hard work in Afghanistan give me full confidence that she will succeed in anything she does.  Good luck!
			   										CWO Jake Boucher
	SIX TURNIN & FOUR BURNIN
	Fast reverse, back to the days when the Flight Engineer had a dedicated position in the cockpit of large multi engine aircraft. Its interesting to revisit those days that are long gone. In this issue of Propwash, I have chosen to present the following interesting article of what it was like to be a flight test Flight Engineer on the massive Convair B-36 Peacemaker bomber, that was operated by the United States Air Force from 1949 t0 1959. 
	     The B-36 was the largest mass-produced piston engine aircraft ever made. It had the longest wingspan of any combat aircraft ever built (230 ft.), although there have been larger military transports. The B-36 was the first bomber capable of delivering any of the nuclear weapons in the U.S. arsenal from inside its two bomb bays without aircraft modifications. With a range greater than 6,000 mi and a maximum payload of 73,000 lb., the B-36 was the world's first manned bomber with an unrefueled intercontinental range. Until it was replaced by the jet powered Boeing B-52 Stratofortress, which first became operational in 1955, the B-36 was the primary nuclear weapons delivery vehicle of the Strategic Air Command (SAC), and the B-36 set the standard for range and payload for subsequent U.S. intercontinental bombers.
	 Flight Engineering on the B-36 Bomber
	 The Convair B-36 was a 10 engine aircraft with 6 reciprocating engines plus four jets. 
	A flight engineers dream.
	     A B-36 test flight crews included a pilot, co-pilot, four Flight engineers, a radar operator and a radioman.
	     At Convair San Diego, two flight crews consisting of eight men each made up the flight test teams.
	     The Convair crew's function was to receive the B-36 aircraft from production, modification or major maintenance, and then shake down the aircraft, before transferring the aircraft from the builder to an Air Force flight crew. Sometimes the Convair crew would deliver the B-36 to an Air Force base.
	     The shake down testing consisted of ground inspection, operation of systems on the ground, engine runs and finally a flight test. During flight test, all systems were operationally tested, including simulated atomic bomb drops over a predetermined target, operation of all guns and cannons, dive tests including speeds over red line, feathering and unfeathering the reciprocating engine's propellers, shut down and start up of the jet engines, manual emergency drop of the landing gear and instrument landing systems, to mention only a small portion of the tests required to be satisfactorily performed.
	     A typical test flight of a B-36 could take 3 or more flight days depending on the success of each flight.
	     The flight crew would receive their notice in the early AM any day of the week and was expected to be at the flight crew office not later than 2 a.m. Several station wagons would take the flight crew, with all necessary gear, directly to the flight line. The gear could consist of parachute, Maywest, oxygen leg bottle, shark repellent, flares and a knife. Also carried, were several emergency gear boxes, which included such things as crowbars, cutters etc., Parachutes and other gear were stowed at assigned stations.
	     Flight engineers occupied the flight engineers panel, the jump seat adjacent to the flight engineers panel, radio operators station and at the two scanners positions in the rear pressurized cabin. Flight engineers would often rotate position assignments, sometimes during a flight.
	     Following stowing of gear, which included a large box of emergency gear, each crew member was assigned an inspection section of the aircraft. Typically, a flight engineer would climb up the landing gear inspecting for hydraulic leaks, loose cables and so forth and then continue into the wheel well. You could stand up in the wheel well without difficulty. After inspecting the wheel well the flight engineer would continue his inspection through the wing especially looking for gasoline leaks, metal cracks etc. The most difficult section of the wing to physically inspect was that section outboard of the number 1 and number 6 reciprocating engines. To move to that position, the flight engineer would have to climb over a tight crawl space over the engine. Occasionally the engine would be operating. Flight engineers would also perform this same inspection following descent from altitude. The ground inspection would take 3 or 4 hours. Following the detailed walk around inspection, the engines would be ground tested for several hours.   One flight engineer would remain on the ground during the engine tests in communication with the crew and specifically with the flight engineer assigned to the flight engineers panel. Often the engine runs were accomplished during the dark of the early morning and completed by sunup.
	     With ground checks completed and all crew members on board, station areas inspected and checked out, our parachutes and Maywest’s were put on. Each parachute was stenciled by crew member name and was specifically sized and sewn to fit one individual so that adjustments were not necessary when they were put on. All you had to do was buckle up. The jet engines as well as the reciprocating engines were started for take off. Typically, the take off took place toward the southeast and over the city of San Diego.
	     During the climb to altitude a number of tests were accomplished. Many tests were performed at a predetermined parameter over the red line. As an example, our dive test was performed at a given percentage over the red line. Eventually we would climb to 40,000 feet. Back in the 50s, 40,000 feet was considered to be very high. The biggest problem that we would have during the final climb is that military jets would scramble to make simulated passes at us. Very often, the military jet would turn too tight and lose control, go into a stall or some other dangerous situation. In fact, a Convair civilian flight crew flying a B-36 test from Carswell AFB, crashed as a result of a military jet losing control and flying into the B-36. Only a few survived that accident. 
	     At forty thousand feet, we had a number of tests to run depending on the version of B-36. One test was that a flight engineer would go on pressurized oxygen and out to the bomb bay. He would take position, midway between the length of the two bomb bay doors. There he would strap into a crew chair and plug into the oxygen system and communications system. The bomb bay was not pressurized. Once he reported in, the bomb bay door would be exercised to simulate a bomb drop. The flight engineer would assure that all the bomb locks actuated. The flight engineer would also, upon command from the pilot, open the 20mm cannons enclosures, bring the cannons out of their stowed positions and perform a firing sequence.
	     One of the last tests performed, was an automatic Instrument landing System test at a field In Long Beach California.  We would enter the flight path fairly hot and break off from the automatic system as soon as the test parameters were achieved. We would not land but go to climb power in preparation for the next test. We would then fly at speed over the red line at 500 feet over the water for a given period of time, climb to altitude and typically then head for home.
	     Another test on the way home at about 5000 feet, was for the flight engineers, usually two, to do an inspection of the bomb bay and the two wing internal sections.  We looked for gasoline leaks, since the change from 40,000 feet to 5000 feet often resulted in fuel clamp leaks. Our The flight engineers job was to tighten up any fuel lines that seeped or leaked.
	     The final test prior to landing was to accomplish an emergency manual drop of the landing gear. This Involved again, two flight engineers. An opening in the fuselage gave access to the wing root where the landing gear was up and locked. One flight engineer would remain in the fuselage and observe the progress of the flight engineer who went out into the wing and report that progress to the pilot. The flight engineer who went into the wing would climb up on pegs extending out of the rear spar to a narrow platform over the landing gear. Attached to the platform, was a ratchet wrench with a cable and hook assembly. The flight engineer would attach the hook to the landing gear and canoe door up-lock mechanism. The flight engineer would then slowly ratchet the hook assembly to pull the up-lock mechanism to the unlock position. There would be a loud bang and much air turbulence as the up-lock pin was pulled and the Canoe door and landing gear started to drop. The flight engineer would then dangle his feet and legs off the narrow platform and the flight engineer in the bomb bay would lean out to help place the feet of the flight engineer still hanging on to the rear spar structure, onto the foot pegs, so as to guide him back into the aircraft. This was a very hairy procedure.
	     During approach for landing, the pilot would rev up the engines, so that all the wives would know to start dinner, no matter how late. The sound of the B-36 during landing was very distinctive. After landing, a short debriefing was held and reports finalized and signed.
	A380 Flies 5,000 Miles On Three Engines
	Canada's Transportation Safety Board says Emirates Airlines elected to fly an A380 more than 5,000 miles across the Atlantic, southern Europe and the Mediterranean to Kuwait on three engines after the number four engine flamed out about an hour after takeoff from JFK. The original destination was Dubai for Flight 202 on Oct 26. "The crew consulted with the company and decided to divert to Kuwait International Airport (OKBK) on the remaining three engines where an uneventful landing took place," the TSB reported. The engine quit when the aircraft was 200nm ESE of St. John's, Newfoundland/Labrador. Flying on three engines uses more fuel because the aircraft must fly at a lower altitude and lower speed, hence the diversion to Kuwait City. It's not clear why the crew and the company decided to press on rather than call it a day and either return to JFK or divert to several other North American airports within a few hundred miles. Maintenance personnel discovered two fuel pumps in the Engine Alliance GP7000 engine had failed and aircraft was signed off after they were replaced. It's not known how many people were on the aircraft.
	Chief Warrant Officer (CWO) Boucher joined the Canadian Armed Forces in November 1982.  Following his initial training as a supply technician, he was posted to 1 Canadian Forces Supply Depot in Toronto, Ontario. Two years later, he was posted to HMCS Ottawa and was berthed in Halifax, Nova Scotia. During his posting with the Navy he completed a NATO deployment and was subsequently posted to Canadian Forces Base Shearwater, Nova Scotia to work at the Fleet Diving Unit.
	    In 1988, CWO Boucher reoriented his career to the air frame technician occupation and was posted back to CFB Shearwater, this time as a technician maintaining the T-33 T-Bird, the CH-135 Twin Huey helicopter, and eventually the CH-123 Sea King helicopter.
	When the Canadian Armed Forces stood up the aviation element of the Joint Task Force 2 (counter terrorism) in 1990, he was posted to 450 Squadron in Ottawa, Ontario as a technician and maintained the CH-135 Twin Huey allocated to support this new capability.
	     In 1995, CWO Boucher again changed the direction of his career and found his true calling as a  flight engineer and was posted to 430 Tactical Helicopter Squadron in Valcartier, Québec and flew in the newly acquired CH-146 Griffon helicopter as a crew member. During this posting, he deployed twice to Haiti, to Kosovo, and to Bosnia. Upon his return from Bosnia, he was posted to 438 Squadron in St-Hubert, Québec for a brief time and was employed as the senior flight engineer and chief instructor for the flight instruction of new flight engineers. CWO Boucher returned to 430 Squadron in 2004, and was promoted to warrant officer and served as a flight warrant officer. In 2007, he became the senior flight engineer for the Chinook helicopters and trained with the U.S. Army, first in the United States and then with the 101st Airborne during operations in Afghanistan.  He then deployed to Afghanistan to set up for the Canadian Chinook helicopter flight operations. Upon returning to Canada, CWO Boucher was awarded the Chief of Defence Staff Commendation for his efforts in Afghanistan. In 2010-2011, he deployed to Afghanistan a second time on a nine-month deployment.
	     Shortly after his return from Afghanistan in 2011, he was promoted to his present rank and hung up his flying helmet for good after having flown approx. 3,700 hrs. on helicopters which included approx. 800 hrs. NVG. He was then posted to the Directorate of Flight Safety in Ottawa as the DFS CWO. In 2012, he became the career manager for the Airborne Electronic Sensor Operators, Flight Engineers, and Search and Rescue technicians. 
	     In 2013, he was appointed as the first Air Operations Branch CWO, a new branch within the CF that umbrellas the AC Ops, AES Ops, Flt Engs, and SAR Techs.
	     CWO Boucher currently resides in Ottawa. His children are serving members of the Canadian Armed Forces; his daughter is a clerk with the naval reserve in Ottawa and his son is an avionics technician who is currently deployed to Kuwait.  CWO Boucher is an avid motorcycle rider who tries to put as much kilometres per year on his motorcycle as his schedule permits. 
	CARBON NANOTUBES
	Engineers at the Army Research Laboratory are exploring the use of carbon nanotubes to make helicopter blades perform better. Nanotubes have been shown to dissipate energy when embedded in small samples of composite materials, thus improving the material’s damping qualities. Army researchers are looking for the same effect when embedding nanotubes in larger components — helicopter blades. The need for better blades emerged from deficiencies uncovered in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars. Helicopters spent too much time in maintenance, and they weren’t fast enough nor able to
	carry enough cargo.
	     Currently, aerospace engineers compromise between stability and vibrations when designing helicopter blades. Blades with good stability tend to transmit vibrations to the aircraft, boosting the need for maintenance. But blades that limit vibrations have stability issues that limit aircraft performance. This trade-off prevents development of next-generation design concepts with improved payloads, speeds, range, and cost.
	     Army engineers are placing nanotubes throughout the blade or concentrating them near the hub to see how they affect damping. The theory is that the friction at the nanotube-resin interface will dissipate energy and improve damping, making the blades more stabile while fibers in the composite resin provide the strength and stiffness.
	Did you hear about the fellow whose whole left side was cut off? 
	He's all right now.
	NATO VETERANS ORGA (NVOC) ORGANIZATION OF CANADA 
	A VOICE FOR TODAYS VETERANS
	 PURPOSE
	An organization to promote fellowship amongst its members and to be a dedicated Voice for all Veterans to ensure the entitlement, provision and maintenance of all appropriate benefits are provided and administered to all who have dedicated their lives in the Services of Canada's Armed Forces 
	                                                     OUR GOALS & OBJECTIVES
	     The establishment and operation of an association of former and serving members of the 
	Canadian Forces (CF) for the purpose of: 
	     Developing a concerted and determined effort to have VAC provide equal benefits and treatment to all veterans regardless of when they served by modifying The New Veterans Charter — Bill 55, to provide the same level of benefits provided under the Veterans Act or abolishing The New Veterans Charter — Bill 55 and a return to the Veterans Act amended to include the same level of benefits for ALL 
	veterans.
	     Recognizing the contribution of members of the CF to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and other multilateral and bilateral 
	institutions-,
	     Perpetuating the memories and deeds of members of the CF who lost their lives in the service of Canada,
	     Supporting and encouraging the welfare of veterans members of the CF their families and dependents-,
	     Fostering and promoting the interests of CF veterans;
	     Providing advice to veterans on dealing with Veterans Affairs Canada.
	                                                                              MEMBERSHIP
	  Your membership will STRENGTHEN the VOICE OF NVOC in matters of advocacy, and help NVOC to achieve its goals and objectives.
	     To become a member of The NATO Veterans Organization of Canada visit our website at — natoveterans.org
	where you can find more information. 
	You can also download an application to join, or mail the attached application below, to —
	BETTY  GOODISON
	National Membership Director
	5 Plumbrook Drive #304
	Leamington  ON  N8H 4P8
	E-Mail: bgoodison@cogeco.ca
	V-280 Valor tilt rotor concept for U.S. Army program
	Bell calls its offering a third generation tiltrotor, building on the 
	experience gained from the first generation XV-3 and XV-15, to the second generation 609 civil tiltrotor and V-22 Osprey. Unlike the V-22, whose engines tilt along with the rotors, the engines of the V-280 remain fixed horizontally while the rotors and drive system tilt.
	     The wing is also straight rather than forward-swept like the V-22’s. This wing will be produced in one large piece and utilize Large Cell Carbon Core technology in an effort to reduce weight and manufacturing costs. This construction will also allow immediate detection of damage to the wing. The aircraft also features a V-tail, composite fuselage and a triple redundant fly-buy-wire flight control system.
	     The “V” in V-280 stands for “Vertical,” while the 280 refers to the aircraft’s 280 knot (322 mph/518 km/h) cruising speed. Designed as a medium class aircraft, the V-280 has space for a crew of four and 11 troops, who can enter and exit through two six foot (1.8 m) wide side doors, which are also designed to increase door gunners' field of fire. Bell lists its combat range at 500 to 800 nautical miles (575 miles/926 km), with a self-deploy range of 2,100 nautical miles (2,417 miles/3,889 km).
	SANTA & the FAA. . . . Santa Claus, upon trudging out to his sleigh for his annual night freight trip around the world, was surprised to find a guy with a shotgun standing next to his rig. Santa asked him why he was there.
	     The man replied, "I'm from the FAA, and this is an unscheduled 135 inspection. I'll ride right seat.
	     " Santa responded, "With all due respects, sir, I've been doing this flight for over 700 years--but if you insist, well, let's go."
	     As they both climbed into the sleigh, Santa noticed that the FAA inspector brought his  shotgun along with him, placing it in his lap, with his finger on the trigger. Santa queried, "What's the shotgun for?" To which the FAA inspector grumbled, 
	"You're going to lose two on takeoff..."
	KC-46 Tanker 
	The KC-46 is a wide body, multi-role tanker, that promises to revolutionize the air mobility mission. It can refuel all U.S., allied and coalition military aircraft compatible with international aerial refueling procedures, any time, on any mission, and can carry passengers, cargo and patients whenever and wherever needed. The ability to detect, avoid, defeat and survive threats using multiple layers of protection, will allow the KC-46 to operate safely in medium-threat environments. With unmatched operational flexibility, the KC-46 is a mobility game changer.  
	     Boeing is on contract with the U.S. Air Force to deliver 179 KC-46 Tankers. The KC-46 is based on a commercial 767. With more than 1,000 built to date, the 767 is a proven commercial airliner, freighter and tanker already in service. It delivers more fuel at all ranges and from shorter runways, three times more cargo pallets, up to twice as many passengers and over 30 percent more aeromedical evacuation patients than the KC-135 that it is replacing. New robust defensive systems and cockpit armor protection enhance KC-46 crew survivability. 
	     Large Boeing 787, 15-inch displays, allow KC-46 pilots to quickly optimize flight parameters for critical decision making and mission success. 
	     The KC-46’s ability to refuel all fixed-wing receiver aircraft anytime, on every mission, including simultaneous multi-point refueling, is enabled by an advanced design fly-by-wire boom based on the proven KC-10 boom, and 21st century centerline and wing-mounted hose and drogue systems. 
	      The KC-46 is based on the most fuel-efficient commercial airplane in its wide body class. Highly efficient design saves the Air Force hundreds of millions of dollars through lower KC-46 maintenance depot and repair costs. 
	      Onboard KC-46 aircraft, health diagnostic systems provide real-time health monitoring and improve operational availability and mission capability. 99 percent dispatch reliability, means greater mission effectiveness for the KC-46 and unprecedented availability to meet more mission requirements with fewer tankers. 
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	{ Lasnier, Russ 			January 03, 2013 
	{ Langard, Lawrence (Ted)		June	
	We record with great sadness the passing of the
	 following members of the Association
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